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I. Introduction
This report describes the 2016 conference on “Teaching Consumer Law in our Popular Culture and Social Media,”
held in Santa Fe, New Mexico on May 20-21, 2016 [the Conference].1 The Conference was sponsored by the Center for Consumer Law at the University of Houston Law Center, in cooperation with the National Association of Consumer Advocates and
the University of New Mexico. Conference Co-Chair Richard
M. Alderman2 introduced the program and Co-Chair Nathalie
Martin,3 noting that this was the eighth edition of the bi-annual
program; the first being held in 2002.4
As with the reports on previous conferences in this series, this report is intended to reflect the comments of the Conference participants and not, necessarily, the views of your author. However, there is an ever-present risk of error, and, as in
past reports, your author is responsible for any such.
II. Consumer Law Topics
A. Are FDCPA Validation Notices Valid?
Jeff Sovern of St. John’s University School of Law noted the alleged incidence of failures in the disclosure approach
to consumer credit protection under the Truth in Lending act
[TILA]. So, he queried, what about the viability of disclosure as
required in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) for
the section 1692g validation notice [the notice]? Are these FDCPA disclosures effective? What about the writing requirement?
The thirty-day deadline? The prohibition on overshadowing?
Professor Sovern presented the results of an empirical
study (the study), that focused on the notice as upheld in a Seventh Circuit case,5 and also compared a simpler notice drafted
by the National Consumer Law Center [NCLC], which tested
as being more readable . 6 The study created four sample letters
with different sample notices and displayed them to consumers.
The consumers then answered questions that indicated their understanding of the notices. Professor Sovern received 700- plus
survey responses [the responses, or respondents].
On most questions, the respondents who saw a debt
collection letter with the notice approved by the Seventh Circuit
did not show significantly better understanding of the validation
notice than respondents who saw an otherwise identical letter
without any validation notice at all. More than half the respondents were mystified by the disclosure about when the collector
would assume the debt to be valid. Many did not take in that
they had a right to verification of the debt, and many who did
thought that an oral request would protect their rights when the
notice indicated that a writing is required. On some questions,
respondents shown the validation notice did worse than respondents who did not see a validation notice.
At least a third of the respondents said that if they
missed the deadline in the thirty-day notice, either they would
have to pay a debt they didn’t owe or could not defend against a
suit to collect the debt.
Professor Sovern noted all courts that have considered
the issue hold that consumers are charged with a duty to read
the FDCPA notice, but he opined that this survey indicates the
shortcomings of this approach.
B. An Empirical Look at State UDAP Statutes
Prentiss Cox teaches consumer protection law and
other subjects at the University of Minnesota School of Law.
He presented an empirical study in progress [the study] examining the effectiveness of public enforcement of laws governing
Unfair and Deceptive Acts and Practices [UDAP].7 The study
will examine UDAP cases that have reached a final resolution;
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it excluded per se violations. The study covers 2014 only. The
majority of the cases were brought by state Attorneys General.
The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection [CFPB] was just
ramping up -- there
were only seventeen
federal cases. There
were nineteen multistate cases, one-half
with a federal partner, indicating that
federal agencies are
more likely to cooperate with states than
with other federal
agencies.
The study
will seek to provide
a descriptive analysis
as to what UDAP enforcers do, e.g., who are the targets, and what is their location?
Preliminary results show that many of the targets appear to be
small entities. How were they resolved? Preliminary results show
that no UDAP enforcer appears to have lost a case. It was also
common to mix UDAP and non-UDAP claims, but Cox said
that some states don’t use their UDAP statute extensively.
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C. When Peace Is Not the Goal of a Class Action
Settlement
Teddy Rave teaches at the University of Houston Law
Center, covering subjects that include civil procedure, complex
litigation, constitutional law and election law. He began by noting that class action settlements are common and usually benefit
both sides. This “peace” is good for both sides, and more efficient
than protracted litigation. Plaintiffs can deliver peace by agreeing to satisfactory terms offered by the defendant. Usually this
includes settlement of the class and related individual claims.
But it does not always work that way: The Trans Union
privacy litigation settlement was not designed for peace, in that
future individual claims were not barred.8 The parties settled only
the right to proceed on a class action basis; plaintiffs were free to
march right back into court and sue individually. This begs the
question: Why would a defendant agree and pay to settle a class
action without achieving peace? In Trans Union, the claimed violations of the Fair Credit Reporting Act [FCRA] created a massive
potential class liability. There was a 190 million-member class,
with $190 billion in potential damages. The value of the resulting settlement was protection from this class liability, much like
an ex post version of the class action waivers that have become
ubiquitous in arbitration clauses. The modest individual claims
remaining represent a small individual risk -- most cases won’t be
brought despite the prospect for individual statutory damages.
Trans Union is essentially betting that most individuals won’t litigate, so it doesn’t need protection from this risk. Moreover, the
exclusion (and therefore preservation) of these individual claims
allowed a lower class settlement amount. Thus, Trans Union
agreed to class certification and to settle the class action liability,
in order to reduce the risk of massive class action liability.
The Trans Union settlement allowed the defendant and
class counsel to receive a handsome settlement with low litigation
risks and costs. Does this illustrate the risk of a sell-out? Class
members are not precluded from bringing their individual cases,
and they received some benefit as class members. Internet advertising produced 100,000 claims, despite the lack of any actual
harm. Still, that was only a fraction of the 190 million potential
claims, meaning that the deterrent effect was far less than if a class
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action had gone forward. But, given that the statutory damages
available were not tied to any measure of actual harm from the defendant’s conduct, Professor Rave concluded that the defendant’s
payments to settle class members’ rights to proceed as a class may
have actually come closer to an optimal level of deterrence than
making Trans Union pay $190 billion in statutory damages. But
he noted that this sort of settlement structure is not suitable for
negative-value claims (i.e., claims that are too small to be viable
on an individual basis).
D. Debt Collection Update
Dick Rubin is a well-known consumer protection lawyer with a national practice based in Santa Fe. He presented a
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act [FDCPA] update. He noted
that debt collection complaints comprise the largest number of
complaints to the CFPB, with a focus on intrusive telephone collection practices. He also noted two recent and important United
States Supreme Court decisions, in the Gomez and Spokeo cases.9
In Gomez, the Court held that an offer of judgment does not
moot the issues. In Spokeo, he opined, the Court punted – in a
good way – reaffirming its Article III case or controversy standing
and jurisdiction caselaw
without disturbing extant
jurisprudence.
Rubin then noted
Sheriff v. Gillie,10 an unusual FDCPA class action.
The State of Ohio [State]
hired private lawyers to
collect debts owed to the
State. The State required
the private lawyers to send
a letter on the State Attorney General’s [AG] letterhead - - it was
argued that this was false and misleading under the FDCPA (although the letters identified the lawyer as a special counsel for the
AG). The State argued that this was exempt from the FDCPA.
The court did not reach this issue, because it found that the practice was not deceptive. The lawyer was designated as a special
counsel acting as an agent for the State AG, and thus was not
misleading. As the letters were truthful, the other issues were not
addressed.
Rubin said that Spokeo was intended by the industry to
stop class actions for statutory damages, and that this was Edwards redux.11 The basic question was: Does a case or controversy
require actual damages? Or can Congress create an injury in the
form of statutory damages? Rubin observed that everyone expected a five-to-four loss for consumers, but Justice Scalia’s death
changed this. Spokeo concerned a FCRA violation due to errors in
a credit report; the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit said this injury was sufficient (as likely to occur, even
without actual damages). The Supreme Court remanded (not
reversed), directing the Ninth Circuit to reanalyze the distinction
between the standards of “particularized” and “concrete.” Justice
Ginsberg said that statutory damages will meet the required test,
even without actual damages, because there is a particularized and
concrete injury. Thus, a mere disclosure failure would be sufficient. Rubin noted that the Court’s failure to reverse was a victory
for class actions, as it essentially continues prior law.

Debt collection
complaints comprise
the largest number
of complaints to the
CFPB.

E. Payments Update
Julie Hill is a Professor of Law at the University of Alabama School of Law, where she teaches banking and commercial
law subjects. She provided an update on payment law issues, including overdrafts and illegal payments.
Professor Hill noted that the Federal Reserve revised
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Regulation E, effective 2010, to prevent institutions holding
consumer accounts from charging an overdraft fee for debit card
transactions unless the consumer has consented to debt overdraft
protection.12 Professor Hill reported that a Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston survey indicates that the number of debit card overdrafts has declined since the changes, though the revision has not
eliminated the problem.13 In 2012-2013 a Pew study asked if
consumers remembered opting-in to overdraft protection programs -- it reported that most did not.14 Professor Hill also noted
there has been litigation regulatory enforcement actions involving financial institutions’ efforts to implement the new opt-in
requirements.15
Professor Hill also noted a new issue in overdraft fees:
available balance disputes. These cases often target credit unions,
which may charge for overdrafts based on the customer’s available account balance rather than the current balance. In some
cases, the available balance may be lower than the actual balance
because debit card authorizations and holds on deposits of checks
in collection16 are not included in the available balance. Using the
available balance may cause the consumer to incur unanticipated
overdraft charges. It appears that if a financial institution uses
the available balance, the institution should disclose the practice.
Orange County’s Credit Union has already settled a class action
lawsuit involving available balance overdrafts17 and other class actions suits are percolating.18
On the issue of consumer overdraft fees Professor Hill
reported that the CFPB has mostly conducted studies only on
these issues,19 with only a few enforcement actions (such as Regions Bank).20 However, the CFPB may become more active in
overdraft enforcement in the future.21
Regarding illegal payments, Professor Hill noted that
anti-money laundering requirements are receiving renewed emphasis, and there is a danger that this may discourage legitimate
transactions in underserved areas.22 For example, banks are closing branches on the Mexican border to avoid money laundering
concerns.23 This may mean that needed money transfers to poor
consumers are being curtailed.
F. An Overview of Developments in Consumer Credit
Your author presented a sequel to his earlier paper for
the 2014 conference,24 this time entitled “Ten More Trends and
Developments in Consumer Financial Services Law,”25 noting
that, although many of the obvious candidates for inclusion on
this list were covered in the earlier paper, there are still many “hot
topics” in this area of law, so that coming up with ten more was
not difficult.
The ten topics identified and covered this year were:
• Plight of the Millennials;
• Impact of Technology;
• The Deleveraged Economy;
• Abusive Practices and the Role of the CFPB;
• Emerging Alternatives to Traditional Consumer Financial Services;
• The Scope of CFPB Jurisdiction;
• State Regulation of Out-of-State Internet Lenders;
• The Madden Case (federal preemption);
• The Luis Case (federal asset freezes); and
• The MetLife Case (designation of systemically-significant entities).26
With regard to The Deleveraged Economy,27 your author opined that the crackdown on subprime mortgage lending
since 2006 means that (with relatively few exceptions for subsidized target groups) only prime mortgage loans have been originated, and sometime soon this should mean the end of the recent high volume of home mortgage foreclosures.28 During the
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subsequent audience participation session, Suffolk University
Professor Kathleen Engel disagreed, noting that a large number
of mortgage loans were modified during the foreclosure crisis
pursuant to various loan modification programs, and many of
these are now going back into default again, suggesting that yet
another wave of mortgage foreclosures may be on the way. Your
author concedes that this is a significant possibility, and takes this
opportunity to also observe that, no matter how cautious and
prudent the underwriting, when an asset bubble has been created
(e.g., by very low interest rates and an accommodative monetary
policy) and then bursts, there will be foreclosures. There is clearly
some risk of that today,29 not only in some housing markets but
in commercial real estate as well.30
III. Teaching Consumer Law
A. Teaching Consumer Law Based on PerformanceBased Learning
Marie Jull Sorensen of Aalborg University, Denmark,
discussed a teaching exercise in which her students created a web
site for consumer sales transactions that conformed to the applicable legal requirements. This has similarities to the concept of
experiential learning in U.S. Professor Sorensen teaches Danish
and E.U. consumer law. She found that lectures alone did not
increase student interest. Her performance-based learning [PBL]
approach follows the Aalborg PBL model, though it is not fully
implemented in this context due to the need to also teach doctrinal law.
Professor Sorensen noted that teamwork affects the
brain and the learning process. In the PBL model, courses are
tailored to support the project. Cooperative efforts are a driving
force, including knowledge sharing; cooperative decision-making; and mutual feedback. Features include:
• a problems orientation;
• integration of theory and practice;
• participant directions, with teacher supervision;
• a team-based approach;
• collaboration and feedback.
The goal is to raise the students’ level of learning. The
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results include a high completion rate, thus helping students
without a strong academic background. The sessions consist of
seven workshops of five and one-half hours each. Each session
includes a lecture, group work and class discussion. This is fundamentally different from a book-based approach; some students
miss this overview, but most achieve their own overview.
One workshop focuses on the sharing economy. The
professor teaches for thirty minutes, then becomes a supervisor.
The students are encouraged to draw mindmaps. The students
choose a chair to help organize the session, then return to the
classroom afterward to discuss the results. The approach is problem- and research-based. The students create power-point presentations, and discuss potential directives, e.g., regarding Uber and
AirBNB. The process is helpful even if the results are not.
In another project, the students create a matrix to describe Danish contract law. There is a chapter on reflection to
assess learning objectives. These are met but at some expense to
broad superficial knowledge -- Professor Sorensen reported that in
the PBL approach there is more in-depth learning at the expense
of broader knowledge.
B. Bringing the Outside in — Creating Experiential
and Hands-On Opportunities
Richard Frankel of the Drexel University Thomas R.
Kline School of Law, where he directs the Appellate Litigation
Clinic, continued the discussion of experiential learning techniques, which, he said, provide a more effective learning experience.31 This includes: seeking skills development; a deeper internalization of knowledge; reaching those with different learning
styles; and an increased understanding of real-world issues. His
course is a first year (1L) course elective. It meets once each week,
for two hours’ credit.
For one course assignment, there is a debt collection
simulation. The students form debtors and creditors teams; they
have two weeks to resolve the issues. Typically they have no statutory background. In Part 1 of the exercise the students log their
communications; and examine issues such as: How did you feel?
In Part 2 they study the FDCPA and other statutory structures
and analyze their prior behavior under the law. This generates
sympathy for both sides, and creates a rubric for evaluation.
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A second hands-on opportunity involved client-based
interviews: Last semester a former client provided a prototype-issue interview by Skype. This produced many teachable moments.
Students may ask inappropriate questions, such as: “What is your
problem?” Students are often abrupt and lack communication
skills. This is not graded. But the students became engaged.
The third stage of the course focuses on Payday/Pawn
transactions: Actual transactions are investigated by students, then
analyzed. However, payday lending is illegal in Pennsylvania. This
made the students think, where else can you go? The resulting
exposure to creditor marketing is instructive. In the future, more
interaction with live clients is planned, with help from legal aid.
C. How to Create and Energize Consumer Law in
the Curriculum and Academy
Katherine Porter is a Professor of Law at the University of California, Irvine, where she teaches commercial and consumer law subjects, including bankruptcy, mortgage foreclosure
and credit cards. She is the author of a new consumer law casebook32 and a leading bankruptcy casebook,33 among other publications. She began her presentation by issuing a call to action to
build an academic community dedicated to consumer law. She
analogized to the success of the Olin Law and Economics Foundation, which encourages a market-based approach to law, and
identified the importance of a
powerful counter perspective.
Professor Porter then queried:
What is consumer law? She
noted that one cannot energize an undefined concept.
But should it be a definition
of exclusion (e.g., by excluding
non-consumers)? And, who is
a consumer? Consumer law is a core component of business law,
but many law firms don’t recognize this or list consumer law as
an area of practice. Instead, consumer law typically is treated as
a component of other areas of practice, including “commercial”
litigation or banking law or general business counseling.
Professor Porter then defined consumer law as the study
of how individual people engage in marketplace transactions with
businesses. Within well-established academic topics, she posited
consumer law as the statutory framework that addresses weaknesses in the doctrines and theories of tort law and contract law.
She then proposed a test for the audience, inviting each attendee
to quickly list the elective courses a student should take to prepare
for a consumer law practice. Your author made the following list:
• commercial paper and payments;
• secured transactions;
• electronic commerce;
• debtor-creditor law;
• bankruptcy;
• consumer law; and
• healthcare law.
Professor Porter then provided her list, which included most of
the above plus:
• remedies;
• litigation skills classes;
• class actions or complex litigation;
• consumer finance;
• residential real property law;
• landlord-tenant law;
• immigration law;
• poverty law; and
• consumer protection clinic.
Professor Porter urged academics to: create a Consumer

Iinternationally,
consumer law is primarily centered on
sales transactions.
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Law Society for law students; organize a Scholars of Consumer
Law conference to compliment the Teaching Consumer Law
Conference; advocate for the hiring of full-time consumer law
faculty; and encourage junior faculty to engage in teaching and
scholarship related to consumer law.
D. Starting Millennials Out Right: Consumer Law
for 1Ls
Neil L. Sobol teaches at Texas A&M University School
of Law, and is the school’s Director of Legal Analysis, Research &
Writing. He noted that about two-thirds of U.S. law schools do
not offer a course on consumer law. Those that do offer a course
typically do so as an upper-division elective with limited times
during a student’s tenure in law school, meaning (among other
things) that many students do not take the course. To your author, this is an unfortunate reflection of the widespread failure of
the academy (and, less surprisingly, the larger society) to recognize
the importance of transactional law, including contract, commercial and consumer law (except, notably, in academia where the
subjects are commonly tested on the bar exam).34 As a result,
Professor Sobol noted, consumer law not only takes a back seat,
sometimes it is not even in the car. Millennials now outnumber
all other generations, and (by-and-large) they are being educated
without consumer law.
Millennials, he noted, have seven core traits:35
• They believe they are “special,” having been told so
from birth. Thus, they have high expectations.
• They have been sheltered; and they need encouragement.
• They are team oriented -- they like to join groups.
• They are confident.
• They are high achievers (perhaps due partly to grade
inflation!).
• They feel pressured and become multi-taskers.
• But, in many ways, they are still conventional.
Why do they need consumer law? Their generation faces unprecedented “student loan debt, poverty and unemployment” levels.36
They need and use consumer transactions, often complicated by
new technologies, and in doing so face some unique challenges.37
To capitalize on student interest in consumer issues,
Professor Sobol advocates introducing consumer law exercises and
scenarios in required first-year classes. For example, in his writing
and research classes, he has assigned research projects involving
the FDCPA, in which students are asked to identify potential
violations, determine if a debt is covered by the FDCPA, and
assess whether a collector is one who “regularly collects debt” for
purposes of the FDCPA. Students submit e-mail and traditional
memorandum assignments in response to these questions. Additionally, students can be assigned letter writing assignments based
on their findings – e.g., a demand letter to the collector or an
advice letter to the client.38 Professor Sobol also recommends addressing consumer law topics in first-year doctrinal classes – e.g.,
a shrink-wrap agreement in Contracts, a landlord-tenant dispute
in Property, an identity-theft problem in Criminal Law. Providing
students with consumer law topics in their first-year courses can
generate interest and demand for upper-division consumer law
courses and clinical offerings.
IV. Teaching Consumer Law Around the World
A. Introduction to Asian Consumer Law
Geraint Howells is Chair Professor of Commercial Law
and Dean of the School of Law at City University of Hong Kong
and former President of the International Association of Consumer Law, has held various academic positions in the U.K., and
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is the author of numerous publications. He noted that,
internationally, consumer law is primarily centered on
sales transactions. In Hong Kong commercial law comprises three topics, one of which is consumer law. U.S.
consumer law is not on the agenda with the EU model
often being the reference point. Although consumer
law teaching elsewhere tends to focus on commercial
law, including sales, emerging consumer issues include
telecommunications and utilities. One challenge is to
transmit old consumer law concepts into new consumer
issues. In the U.K., there is a general agreement that
reasonable consumer law is a good thing. In contrast,
Asian consumer law is roughly where UK consumer law
was thirty years ago.
Professor Howells noted that the common
law countries in Asia all have the basic English system,
as modified. Hong Kong is the most traditional, with
English common law from the 1980s. Not much has
changed in this regard, so Hong Kong still has a relatively “pure” common law structure. Singapore and Malaysia
have changed more, but retain the same basic structure. Enforcement is a challenge everywhere. Asians are hesitant to go to court,
sometimes due to the limitations of the court system. In addition, not much law is geared to the internet age in Asia. There are
only minimal disclosure requirements.
Sale of goods law is based on the English common law,
although Malaysia has adopted a modern consumer protection
law based on New Zealand law. As to unfair contract terms:
Hong Kong has English law, including unconscionability; Singapore likewise has English inspired law; Malaysia is more progressive, based on the influence of Indian law, but there is little
public enforcement. The countries are moving toward more civil
enforcement. Malaysia has adopted a products liability statute,
but the others have not. However, Singapore has listed forty-five
products that require prior approval.
Small claims courts and alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) are widely available. There also are special provisions for
tourists, e.g., in Hong Kong there is a six months return law to
protect buyers. There is no class action procedure, and only minimal public enforcement, compared to UK. There is some movement toward the European model, but large gaps remain.
B. Teaching Consumer Law in the Countries of the
Western Balkans
Mateja Durovic is an Assistant Professor at the School
of Law, City University of Hong Kong. His research currently focuses on seven countries in the west Balkans. All have a common
goal to join the European Union [E.U.]. He opined that E.U.
consumer law is the most advanced in the world. E.U. membership requires an alignment with E.U. law. Thus, consumer law
development in the West Balkans comes largely from the E.U.,
not from these countries themselves.
The main characteristics/problems in these countries
include: Slow updates of law; minimal enforcement; and little
or no litigation or education. He noted that having black letter
law is not the same as having effective law. There is a tendency to
adopt E.U. law but without effective implementation.
There is also little or no education regarding consumer
law, and the courts may be unfair. There are many new laws, but
they are not widely understood in practice. When this is criticized, the solution is that more new laws are enacted but usually
with the same result.
Many foreign banks provide credit, with a result that
some consumers are overburdened with debt. Utility services,
telecommunications and sales of goods are problem areas. Public
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education is the biggest problem, but even the courts and lawyers
often don’t understand the laws. As a result, general law rather
than consumer law is sometimes applied. He said that few students take a consumer law course; and more education clearly is
needed.
C. Teaching Consumer Law in Ireland
Stephan Calkins is a Professor of Law (and former Interim Dean) at Wayne State University Law School (as well as
Associate Provost of the University). He has also taught at the
Universities of Michigan, Pennsylvania and Utrecht , Netherlands, and served as General Counsel of the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission [FTC], from 1995 to 1997. He recently returned
from four years of service in Ireland, as a Commissioner of the
Competition and Consumer Protection Commission [the Commission] and a member of the Competition Authority, while also
teaching at the University of Dublin Sutherland College of Law.
Professor Calkins noted that the recent Irish recession
resulted in a consolidation of agencies and reduced funding,
which was felt during the four years he worked on competition
and consumer law enforcement. Irish consumer law is based on
E.U. consumer law, but law school offerings are limited. There is
little private litigation, and public enforcement is only beginning
to become important. Consumer law topics in Ireland include
especially unfair terms, and consumer rights. E.U. directives set
out the legal standards, but enforcement is national and varies
greatly.
In one sense, consumer law resides only on the periphery of Irish teaching. The leading written authority is a book by
Mary Donnelly and Fidelma White of University College Cork,
but even at Cork the only consumer law course is an LLM offering. The same is true at Trinity College -- indeed, at Trinity the course has only recently been reintroduced and addresses
European (not Irish) consumer law. University College Dublin
is the exception and offers an undergraduate course, but it is far
from a mainstay of the curriculum. The problem, not surprisingly, is that consumer law is only sporadically enforced either
by the government (although the Commission is changing this)
or by private parties, who are handicapped by the “English Rule”
for attorney fees and the difficulty of bringing collective (class)
actions.
In a broader sense, however, consumer law is quite
central to Irish education. The Commission and its predecessor
consumer agency have devoted substantial resources to consumer
education. Efforts include: a dedicated website (www.consumerhelp.ie); a consumer helpline, also available through email,
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with 50,000 consumer contacts a year; social media postings;
paid commercial advertisements; and the “Money Skills for Life”
outreach program. Perhaps most remarkably, the Commission
makes available without charge three different modules of consumer education appropriate for use in the Irish equivalent of
middle schools and high schools. Ireland is only beginning to
develop a cadre of consumer lawyers, but because of these educational efforts, may well exceed the U.S. in terms of the legal
savvy of its consumers.
D. Teaching Consumer Law in Canada
Freya Kodar is an Associate Professor at the Faculty of
Law, University of Victoria in British Columbia. She teaches
courses on Debtor-Creditor Relations, Pension Law and Policy,
Torts, and Statutory Interpretation. Previously the DebtorCreditor Relations course was a traditional enforcement of
money judgments course, but she has expanded it into a broader-based consumer law course that also includes discussion of
the benefits and problems of access to unsecured credit; the regulation of credit reporting and
debt collection practices; rising
debt levels; the expansion of the
alternative financial services sector, payday loan litigation and
regulation; and bankruptcy. Students seem to be more engaged
with the course than they were when it only focused on judgment enforcement.
She has structured the course in this manner in part,
because the size of the law school makes it difficult to regularly
offer separate courses in consumer law, money judgment enforcement and bankruptcy. She noted two developments that
prompted her to become interested in the extent of consumer
law teaching in Canadian law schools: (1) consumer law problems rank fairly high on surveys of unmet legal need;39 and (2)
the federal Office of Consumer Affairs has noted a downward
trend in consumer interest research programs within universities, along with very few undergraduate courses focused on
consumer protection or consumer legal issues.40
Consumer law courses in Canadian law schools, e.g.,
courses that include some discussion of the legal frameworks
for consumer transactions, include courses on consumer law;
bankruptcy; debtor-creditor law; sale of goods; secured transactions; and poverty law. Twenty-three law schools in Canada
offer a common or civil law degree, or both. A survey of the
course information available on their websites found that five
offer a consumer law course. Secured transactions courses are
offered at all schools (most likely by full-time faculty); most
schools also offer bankruptcy courses. Sales of goods courses
are offered at approximately half of the schools (often focused
on commercial transactions); as are judgment enforcement
courses (e.g., debtor-creditor law). A few schools offer class
action courses, and their course descriptions highlight the use
of class actions to address consumer law issues.
There are no consumer law clinics. Seven schools offer a course on poverty law, though only one course description
mentions consumer protection as a possible topic of discussion. Consumer law is not mandatory anywhere. However,
in contrast to the common law schools, all civil law schools in
the province of Quebec offer a consumer law course. In summary, in Canada: (1) secured transactions and bankruptcy are
the most common consumer law courses (heavily oriented to
commercial law); (2) most consumer law is covered as an adjunct to other courses; and (3) there appears to be little teaching about the regulation of consumer lending, or of Internet

There are no
consumer law
clinics in Canada.
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transactions, including online lending.
V. Consumer Law Topics Around the Globe
A. Comparative Standards for Assessing Misleading
Advertising
Joasia Luzak teaches at the University of Exeter in the
U.K., and previously taught at the University of Amsterdam. She
described her empirical research in consumer law cases involving
“up to” advertising claims (e.g., “save up to 50%”).41 She focused
on price claims because, as between price and performance savings claims, price claims are easier to verify for factual accuracy.
She noted the risk that advertisements may indicate potential and
not the actual price savings. She said that, to be effective on this
issue, the E.U. anti-commercial practices directive must be implemented uniformly. If claims are not true or are deceptive for the
purpose of inducing the average consumer to make the transaction, then the claim is misleading.
She also noted that an advertising claim can be true but
still misleading, e.g., if the benefits are overstated. For example,
“50% off” is different from “up to 50% off.” She reported that
the standard Netherlands test is: If buyers in at least ten percent
of sales realize the savings, the advertisement is not misleading. If
at least one item is available at the sale price, this is ok.
Compared to the FTC standard, she reported that the
ten percent test for price claims is similar. The FTC test is whether
ten percent of consumers are able to experience the “maximum”
benefits advertised. In contrast, performance claims should be:
available to most all consumers; and not contradicted by small
print. With regard to price claims, Professor Luzak said that consumers in the survey did not distinguish regarding the “up to”
language. The FTC has concluded there is a need for a higher
standard of proof to support price claims, but the ten percent test
is still applied. Clearly, if a majority of the customers realize the
advertised savings, this is ok.
The E.U. directive disclaims any statistical test, but
courts can still consider it. However, cases on this issue rarely go
to court in the E.U., as cases are usually resolved in administrative proceedings. Thus, the enforcement standard is not clear and
merchants are essentially given a free bite at the apple. And she
said, as a result, many consumers are being misled.
B. Writing Seminar
Nathalie Martin, Co-Chair of the Conference and
Frederick M. Hart Chair in Consumer and Clinical Law at the
University of New Mexico School of Law, described a consumeroriented writing seminar designed to encourage the development
of student-written publishable manuscripts. It is a two-credit
class that satisfies the law school writing requirement. Essentially,
the students choose from a list of possible topics. Professor Martin provides sources and alternatives and lets the students choose
their topics. The class meets once each week, for a two-hour class.
The students present their works in progress, and there is a peer
review.
Topics last year included: medical marijuana; car dealership issues; stolen antiquities; and sophisticated/unsophisticated
consumer tests. Five of the resulting ten papers were publishable.
C. What’s New in Washington?
Ira Rheingold is Executive Director and General Counsel of the National Association of Consumer Advocates [NACA],
an organization directed at protecting consumers from unfair and
deceptive practices; and a cosponsor, with the University of Houston Law Center’s Center for Consumer Law and the University of
New Mexico, of the Conference. He observed that Washington,
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D.C. is the same dysfunctional place as usual. He said that no
significant consumer legislation is expected this year. The budget
process is being used to make law, e.g., by providing an exception
to the Telephone Consumer Protection Act [TCPA] for collectors
of government debts, based on the need to save the government
$9 million to balance the budget projections.
He noted that pending bills of interest include: DoddFrank revisions; the structure of the CFPB (appointing a Board or
Commission versus a Director); funding of the CFPB; UDAAP
authority; auto dealers/fair lending; and payday lenders. A possible future consumer agenda includes: the use of international
law and treaties, e.g., using international treaties’ dispute resolution processes to sue governments to provide consumer regulation; debt overhang issues versus access to consumer credit; credit
report errors; and economic inclusion.
He noted important new CFPB regulations that are
coming soon: the CFPB arbitration rule (essentially prohibiting
class action waivers); arbitration as regards the contract provision
requiring arbitration; and a proposed rule for payday lending
(issued later in the summer).42 A usury cap for payday loans is
not permitted by the Dodd-Frank Act, but an ability-to-repay
requirement was expected (and was forthcoming). Rheingold
opined that overdraft protection rules are coming later this year,
then new FDCPA and FCRA rules. In all, he predicted a busy
twelve months ahead for the CFPB.
VI. Consumer Law Topics
A. What’s New with the Restatement of Consumer
Contracts
Dee Pridgen is a well-known consumer law specialist,
and the Carl M. Williams Professor of Law and Social Responsibility at the University of Wyoming College of Law. She is the
co-author of a well-known consumer law casebook,43 and three
legal treatises (including two practitioners’ texts co-authored with
Richard Alderman and the new fourth edition of Consumer Law
in a Nutshell). Professor Pridgen described the American Law Institute (ALI) consumer contracts project.44 She reported that the
Consumer Contracts Project has been four years in the making so
far, but largely settles for the status quo, thereby losing an opportunity for major change. She described the history and work of
the ALI (2,000-plus members, with a maximum 3,000 allowed).
The most influential solo work of the ALI is the Restatements of the
Law, but of course the ALI is also a co-sponsor (with the Uniform
Law Commission, and in cooperation with the American Bar Association) of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).
The official goal of the Restatements - which are addressed to courts although widely used in academia (and Professor
Pridgen noted that this is a legally conservative goal) - is restating
current law, though in this process there is the potential for pushing to improve the law. The Consumer Contracts Project started
in 2012; the second preliminary draft has not been publicly circulated. The Reporters, Oren Bar-Gill, Omri Ben-Shahar, and
Florencia Marotta-Wurgler, are the primary drafters. The Reporters are well-respected academics, but the result must be approved
by the ALI Counsel and ALI membership.
Professor Pridgen noted that some might argue that
contract law is largely irrelevant to consumer law today because
so much consumer law is statutory and regulatory.45 But she said
this is not true because consumer contracts, including online contracts, are the basis for most consumer transactions and obligations and thus remain important. Online contracts present some
unique issues because they permit an unlimited number of clauses
and the consumer often clicks “I agree” without reading them at
all. In this context, the doctrine of assent is relaxed, allowing asJournal of Consumer & Commercial Law

sent based on an opportunity to read. But no one reads the full
contract terms. Professor Pridgen cited a study indicating that
only one or two out of every 1,000 consumers reads the terms for
even one second. But the assumption is that the terms are standard. Problems may include matters such as unexpected monthly
service charges, privacy and arbitration. The Reporters
conceded that consumers know they
are ignorant of the
terms, but nonetheless concluded that
a manifestation of
assent is sufficient if
the consumer signifies this assent after
having an opportunity to read the
provisions as referenced in a conspicuous hyperlink.46 Professor
Pridgen agreed that standard terms are needed in order to allow
online commerce. Consumers at least know the basic terms of
the transaction. But the approach taken in the ALI Consumer
Contracts Project contemplates something of a grand bargain: A
relaxed standard of assent applicable to consumer contracts is balanced by the doctrines of unconscionability and deception. Neither the UCC nor the Restatement Second of Contracts defines unconscionability but the ALI Consumer Contracts Project defines
unconscionability to include both substantive and procedural
aspects. Substantive unconscionability includes provisions that
are fundamentally unfair or unreasonably one-sided. Terms are
procedurally unconscionable if they amount to unfair surprise or
deprive the consumer of meaningful choice. Deception is defined
as a deceptive act or practice. However, this does not include
deception by omission or half-truth.47
The common law of contracts is reaffirmed in the Consumer Contracts Project even though, according to Professor
Pridgen, consumer assent is a “legal fiction.” Of course, although
the courts generally will not interfere with contractual bargains,
unconscionability and deception are different. Professor Pridgen
argued for enforcement of the parties’ agreement only to the extent it includes conscionable and non-deceptive terms, and the
merchant would have the burden on this issue. Thus, she urged
more of a consumer protection approach. During the subsequent
question-and-answer session, Nathalie Martin opined that either
substantive or procedural unconscionability is enough if strong,
though otherwise both are needed.48
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B. Arbitration
Richard Alderman provided an update on arbitration.49 He argued that arbitration issues are at the essence of
consumer law, because the goal is to deny consumers a chance
to assert their rights, not to provide a more convenient forum.
He said that almost all consumer contracts now contain an
arbitration clause. Such clauses can sometimes be challenged
successfully in court but most challenges are unsuccessful.
Most consumer arbitration clauses also include a class action
waiver precluding the consumer from asserting or joining a
class action. As a result, consumers are effectively precluded
from seeking redress through the civil justice system.
He then reported the following history: At the turn
of the century, the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA)50 was passed
to overcome courts refusing to enforce arbitration per se. The
FAA says that arbitration contracts are like any other contract.
But courts now interpret the FAA to say there is a strong pol85

icy in favor of arbitration.
Alderman discussed several representative cases. For example, Buckeye Check Cashing,51 concluding that there is no difference between consumer and commercial arbitration, the Court
upheld an arbitration clause in an illegal contract on grounds
that the issue of legality had to be arbitrated; and, AT&T Mobility,52 which challenged class action waivers, but they were upheld.
In Italian Colors,53 the court upheld a class action waiver notwithstanding the fact that the cost of bringing suit exceeded the
amount in controversy. He also mentioned the decision in Sprint
Spectrum,54 a Posner decision, which questions the “strong federal
policy” favoring arbitration.
Professor Alderman cited the following as problems with
arbitration: costs and fairness; repeat player advantages; and the
elimination of one of our three branches of government---the judiciary. He noted that arbitration precludes the courts from playing their essential role in our common law system. He cited, as
an example, that when Alabama courts were ruling against homebuilders and car dealers, the businesses “exempted” themselves
from the civil justice system via arbitration. He also recognized
that the businesses could easily revert back to the judicial system by simply revising their contracts when the judicial climate
changed. Alderman also emphasized that “manifest disregard of
the law” may no longer be a basis to challenge the decision of an
arbitrator.
As to the future: States may pass the National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) model law; the Supreme Court may
change; and, the CFPB has propose a rule to ban class action
waivers, based on the initial CFPB report. Alderman believes,
however, that the CFPB needs to look at consumer arbitration
more broadly, and not just the problem with class action waivers.
Finally, he also noted the General Mills case -- where public pressure forced the removal of an arbitration clause on cereal boxes.55
C. FinTech’s Potential to Help and Harm Consumers
Kathleen C. Engel is a Research Professor of Law at Suffolk University Law School in Boston. She has written extensively on mortgage finance, foreclosure and regulation, subprime and
predatory lending, consumer credit and housing discrimination.
Last year, she was appointed to the Consumer Advisory Board of
the CFPB.
Professor Engel defined “FinTech” as including start-up
companies that provide electronic financial services using new
technologies. One example is where a FinTech firm functions
like a broker, i.e., a financial institution provides the loan and
ensures TILA compliance, but the FinTech company facilitates,
underwrites and ultimately buys the loan. Most FinTech companies employ “big data” for underwriting. They obtain the data
from data aggregators that collect as many as 75,000 data points
per person, hence the term “big data.” The information may include the state of the consumer’s marriage, his or her health, the
consumer’s Facebook friends, shopping habits, music preferences,
taste in autos, travel, subscriptions, web surfing, and other transactions.56
What do FinTech companies do with this data? They
use a technique called machine learning, which sorts through the
data to predict how consumers will behave. The computers can
then determine things like the propensity for credit applicants to
default. Unlike regression analysis, where human beings specify
the variables, with machine learning, computers sort through vast
amounts of data to detect patterns from which the computers
generate a set of rules that are used to predict outcomes. The
result is a complex set of variables and rules that interact with
each other to generate propensities. Through machine learning,
companies can predict the propensity of various human behav86

iors, e.g., whether someone is an impulsive shopper or likely to
experience job loss.
The machine-generated algorithms can be valuable to
consumers because they can be an alternative method for credit scoring, offer products the rules predict will be desirable to a
consumer, or match consumers with appropriate credit and other
products. Machine learning can also facilitate exploitation of
consumers by predicting, for example, the relative likelihood that
someone can be lured into a high-cost product.
With most machine learning, human beings are not
involved in developing the actual algorithms and, more importantly, the rules themselves are inscrutable. Without humans selecting the variables or otherwise being involved with the creation
of the actual rules, there is no risk of intentional discrimination.
That does not mean that there is no discrimination.
The machines themselves can engage in discrimination
by making discriminatory inferences. For example, if a person
is African-American, computers might consider her at risk of
committing a crime because the computer “learned” that AfricanAmericans are more likely to be arrested. There is no way of seeing or disentangling the rules that machine learning uses to generate propensity scores. As a result, it is impossible under extant law
to bring discrimination claims based on machine learning.
In addition to the discrimination risk, there can be errors in the data, which can effect the propensity calculations.
Likewise, computers may confuse people’s identities, especially if
people have identical names and relatively few data points. The
data from one person can be used to fill gaps in another person’s
record. Lastly, machines can make false inferences, e.g., predict
that because a person is Hispanic, her propensity to understand
complex mortgage products is low. Currently there is little or
no regulatory oversight of FinTech companies, data aggregators
or machine learning. Federal agencies that have studied these
domains are not sure what to do, and they are far behind the
technology curve. Professor Engel contends that legislators and
regulators need to update consumer protection and discrimination laws that were designed in the manual underwriting age to
take into account the new age of FinTech.
VII.

Consumer Law Topics Around the Globe, Part Two

A. Will the Real “Consumer” Please Stand Up?
Trish O’Sullivan is a Senior Lecturer in Business Law in
the School of Accountancy at Massey University, Auckland, New
Zealand, and a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Auckland.
She outlined the differing definitions of the term ‘consumer’ contained in the New Zealand Consumer Guarantees 1993 Act and
related Australian and New Zealand law.57
She opined that there could be four considerations in
the definition:
• the purpose of the transaction;
• the type of goods being acquired;
• the identity of the parties; and
• the value of the transaction.
The definition of “consumer” in the New Zealand Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 focuses on the type or ‘ordinary use’
of the goods being acquired. The definition covers both individuals and businesses who acquire goods that are ordinarily acquired
for personal, domestic or household use. Some goods may commonly be acquired for either personal or commercial use, for example, a pen. In Nesbit v. Porter,58 the purchaser of a small pickup truck was held to be a ‘consumer.’59 The trial court said there
could be only one use, and it was predominantly commercial, but
on appeal the court disagreed, saying the farmer could be a consumer because this type of truck was commonly used for private
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use (the evidence showed that twenty percent of buyers purchased
for private use).
Trish O’Sullivan noted that, the Australian statute60 uses
the amount of the price as a distinction, e.g., a presumption that
transactions valued at $40,000 or less are consumer transactions.
Tests based on the “ordinary use” of goods are uncertain and may
require a statistical analysis, but a dollar limit is arbitrary and
covers all business purchases below the limit. The E.U. definition focuses on the identity of the buyer and the purpose of the
transaction (a consumer transaction must be outside the person’s
trade or course of business). She said that American law is not
consistent on the issue; it focuses on a purpose test but the test
varies across states.61 Texas has a wide definition, including an
entity with less than $25 million in assets and excluding transactions over $100,000 conducted with legal advice. This raises a
big issue: Should the definition exclude businesses from consumer
protection? Should it define “consumer” to include individuals
and small businesses and then define a small business (e.g., by net
assets, turnover or number of employees), or should it go very
broad, to include all sales of goods or services. Trish O’Sullivan
noted that it is important to consider the policy issues, including
equality of bargaining power, when developing a new definition
of “consumer.”
B. Standard Contract Legislation in Japan
Hisakazu Hirose is a Professor Emeritus of the University of Tokyo, where he taught contract law, consumer law and
other subjects for twenty-nine years. Professor Hirose described
proposed Japanese legislation (the bill) which aims to reform the
Japanese contract law that is part of the Civil Code of 1898. He
reported that the bill had been presented to the Diet (legislature)
on March 31, 2015. The bill includes “standard terms” provisions
which entail both potential benefits and dangers for consumers as
well as others. His written Conference program materials provide
several examples on this point, and include excerpts from the bill
showing the proposed statutory language and changes, and examples as to how it might work.62
VIII.

The CFPB and the FTC

A. What’s New at the FTC
Lesley Fair is a Senior Attorney in the FTC Bureau of
Consumer Protection. She noted that there has been a rise in
deceptive advertisements directed at aging baby boomers concerned with, e.g., impending dementia (among other health isJournal of Consumer & Commercial Law

sues), based on unsubstantiated claims -- she
noted that these claims need to be backed-up by
sound science.63 She also noted safety concerns,
and VW’s device that masked emissions in government testing.
Ms. Fair observed that the FTC works with the
CFPB on joint cases in the financial services arena. The Green Tree settlement is an example.64
Areas of agency cooperation include debt collection cases, such as: collection of phantom debts;
use of inappropriate (threatening) language; and
false threats of criminal prosecution. The enforcement tools now being utilized include: lifetime bans on defendants; contempt orders; and
civil penalties. Current focuses also include:
for-profit education; the lead generation industry; FinTech lending; mobile phone deception;
illegal charges; and do-not-call violations. Social media endorsements are another area of interest -- these require disclosure of any connections between the tweeters, etc. and merchants. Data security and
privacy issues are also a priority. She noted the Wyndham case,65
as illustrating that the FTC covers data security and privacy issues
(under the unfairness standards). She urged participation in FTC
projects by academics, and suggested ways to do this.
B. What’s New at the CFPB
Karen Meyers is Assistant Deputy Enforcement Director
for Policy and Strategy at the CFPB. She was previously a plaintiff’s attorney handling consumer protection and personal injury
matters, and served as Assistant Attorney General and Director of
the Consumer Protection Division of the
New Mexico Attorney General’s office
from 2007 - 2014.
Ms. Meyers
described the history
and background of
the CFPB, including
its Unfair, Deceptive and Abusive Acts and Practices (UDAAP)
authority and the twenty federal consumer protection statutes
implemented by the CFPB. The CFPB has a diverse framework
of tools (in its “toolbox”), including responses to consumer complaints, and examination and supervision of non-bank financial
entities. The CFPB has recently defined “larger participants” subject to its jurisdiction.66
The first five years of CFPB history resulted in $11 billion in consumer recoveries, for more than twenty-five million
consumers. Research and markets data also have been developed (the CFPB is data driven), including numerous studies
and reports. Also, a regulatory agenda is regularly issued, currently, e.g., focusing on: arbitration; payday lending; prepaid accounts; overdraft protection plans; and debt collection. Supervisory Highlights are also issued to explain violation views. The
CFPB is also active in consumer engagement, e.g., by soliciting
consumer complaints. The CFPB covers all consumer financial
markets.
CFPB enforcement is intended to deter adverse behavior and provide remediation for consumers. The CFPB looks to
the FTC history with regard to UDAP standards and violations,
while developing the new “abusive” prong. The definitions of
“persons” and “service providers” are crucial to the scope of
CFPB jurisdiction.
As noted above at Part VI.C., FinTech lead generators
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buy and market consumer information, e.g., if you apply for a
payday loan this data is sold to other lenders. The CFPB alleges
that there is a failure to vet this data as between buyers and sellers.
This may result in unfair and abusive creditor claims. Consumers
then lose control of their information, which is sold to the highest
bidder.
Other important concerns include: student debt relief
schemes; data security cases, including Dwolla;67 false promises of
data security; auto finance and FCRA issues, including abuses of
“buy here – pay here” in vehicle credit sales where the auto dealer
fails to accurately disclose the credit terms;68 and debt collection,
including: debt buyers; false legal process (resulting in pursuit of
law firms under the FDCPA); false allegations in law suits; and
sales of paid accounts.
C. The CFPB and Consumer Law Teachers
Judith Fox is a Clinical Professor of Law at Notre Dame
Law School, where she practices and teaches consumer law. She
described ways that consumer law faculty can interact with the
CFPB.69 She noted that the CFPB 2014 toolkit is no longer
posted, as the new “Your Money Your Goals Toolkit” replaced it.
The new Toolkit: provides an overview of the CFPB and federal
consumer laws; defines terms and basic concepts; explains credit
reports; and provides sample letters, e.g., for sending disputes
to the CFPB (this is a means to interact). Familiarity with this
shows students how to file complaints with the CFPB (and the
CFPB will respond).
The CFPB also holds conference calls with law school
clinics once each semester. During these calls the CFPB solicits
input and information. Free brochures are also available from the
CFPB, and can be ordered in bulk for the students.
Classroom “podium issues” include the fact that many
students dislike books, and prefer online information. Some will
not read books, but will read online posts. This invites the use of
CFPB online resources, e.g., students can read and file comments
with regard to proposed rules, and follow the CFPB regulatory
agenda.
D. The CFPB in Action
Angela Littwin is a Professor at the University of Texas
School of Law, where she focuses on bankruptcy, consumer law
and commercial law. She
teaches a course on credit
cards. As part of this
course she has students
go to the CFPB website
to read credit card agreements. She reported that
the students say it is their
hardest day in law school.
Professor Littwin
mentioned two articles
she wrote or co-authored,
addressing fundamental issues including how to assure enforcement of consumer protection.70 She discussed CFPB examinations as a means of consumer protection – saying that they can
address the problem of there being much law on the books but little enforcement. She argued that the statutory framework needs
to, and does in fact, facilitate enforcement. In this regard, she
said that rules are better than broad standards (e.g., unconscionability), but the best approach of all is to have rules backed by
standards. This provides for more compliance, even with less effective rules. She opined that private enforcement is insufficient,
and public enforcement best.
She noted the CFPB Supervisory Highlights, and stated
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that the CFPB has been providing long-overdue enforcement.
In addition, she said that company compliance without direct
enforcement is improving. The credit industry has a new focus
on compliance management functions -- including an emphasis
on self-enforcement. This requires an independent compliance
function within the company, with auditing, extensive review of
documents, interviews with consumers, and the full spectrum of
enforcement tools, and affects the basic risk-benefit analysis of the
company.
In addition, she noted that CFPB enforcement tools include:
• non-public enforcement tools, such as:
• non-binding recommendations;
• matters requiring attention; and
• non-public enforcement actions; and
• public enforcement actions, such as:
• consent decrees; and
• lawsuits.
Public enforcement efforts are effective partly because
they affect the public relations of the defendant. However, the
pitfalls of a reliance on public enforcement tools include:
• the risk of industry capture;
• the risk of a hostile presidential administration; and
• the risk of revealing confidential information (this
may discourage full disclosure) (the CFPB Supervisory Highlights reveal the disposition without disclosing the identity of the parties).
Consumer complaints play a major role. The purposes
include:
• dispute resolution (for smaller claims);
• regulation development; and
• creating goodwill for the CFPB.
Professor Littwin noted that the CFPB responds to complaints by extending an inquiry to the company, and also asks the
consumer what he or she thinks would be a fair resolution. The
company views this information and has fifteen days to respond;
nonresponse is a cardinal sin and may result in an enforcement action. Roughly seventy-five percent of the company responses are
explanations. She noted that it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of the process. The consumer can dispute the company’s
response, but the CFPB follow-up is uncertain. Consumers respond to the company’s explanation in about twenty-one percent
of the cases.
Professor Littwin reported that over sixty percent of the
resulting relief is provided in response to complaints about products that are likely to provide lower levels of relief. Forty percent
of the complaints are mortgage complaints, but only twenty percent of these result in relief. Only credit cards grant fifty percent
relief, mostly in a waiver of late charges. This relief is likely to be
far less valuable than mortgage relief would have been.
IX. Conclusion
Once again, as in previous years, the 2016 Conference
featured a lively and informative presentation of views on consumer law issues, held for the second time in the lovely setting of
Santa Fe, New Mexico. The usual academic divisions also were
evident, e.g., between conflicting perspectives on consumer protection, teaching styles and other fundamental issues. As in the
recent years, this reflected notable differences in the approaches
of doctrinal and clinical faculty, and significant across-the-board
differences in the content, focus and basic approaches to teaching
consumer law, along with an increased emphasis on experiential
learning. Once again, a variety of perspectives from around the
world added to this diversity, bringing an international tenor to
this unique Conference.
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A significant trend that was apparent again this year, and
understandably so, was an increased emphasis on regulation and
public enforcement by the CFPB and FTC. This may raise a
question, at least for doctrinal faculty, as to how much of a consumer law course to devote to these issues (as opposed to private
litigation and remedies). Ideally, of course, there would be a separate course on the CFPB and FTC, given their importance. But
in a world of limits, where this is not possible, expanded coverage
of federal supervision, regulation and enforcement must come at
the expense of other issues.
Something like this has long been a challenge for consumer law faculty, but it may become increasingly so. This may
mean that traditional, private consumer law and remedies will
recede somewhat in importance, both in doctrinal consumer law
courses and the “outside” world, as perhaps already indicated in
the surprisingly small (and possibly declining) number of schools
that offer a traditional Consumer Law course taught by full-time
faculty. If this trend continues and the number of consumer law
courses and research faculty dwindle further, this will represent
a significant change in the academic landscape. Consumer law
clinics and other forms of experiential learning may then become
the primary focus of consumer law teaching (possibly with a mandate to focus more broadly on additional issues beyond the scope
of traditional consumer law71). We shall see, but as academics in
this field we may at least find it interesting to reflect on these and
the other issues highlighted at the 2016 Conference. So again,
thank you, Richard and Nathalie, and thanks to all of the speakers
who contributed to this article and the 2016 Conference.
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